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THE EFFECT OF A CORONAL EXPANSION ON THE
COMPUTATION OF AN ELECTRON TEMPERATURE
FROM EMISSION-LINE INTENSITIES*

WERNER M. NEUPERT

Certain assumptions made in the calculation of a coronal electron temperature from the

t relative populations in two stages of ionization of an element are examined, with the conclusion

that this calculationmay not be valid for the particular case of the solar corona, yieldinga ficti-
tiously lowvalue if there is an outward expansionof ions from the base of the coronainto a region
of higher electron temperature. A non-equilibrium formulation for the distribution of ions is
presented that may better describe the actual ion distribution in the corona. An approxi-
mate calculationshowsthat an outward radial velocitywhichis small compared with the average
thermal velocity of the ions is sufficient to explain the apparent observed increase in height of
the maxima of emissionof the Fe ion sequence with increasingstage of ionization.

I, INTRODU_TIOiq (kinetic) temperature determined from line-broud-

Past observations of the solar corona have ening is inaccurate because of the presence of non-
thermal motions. Although this possibility ex-

resulted, with considerable consistency, in a dis- ists, it has yet to receive observational verification.
crepancy between the electron temperature of the Line-broadening measurements also suggest
"quiet" or "normal" corona, undisturbed by cen- that any temperature gradient in the quiet corona
ters of activity, as obtained (a)from the electron is quite small at heights between r= 1.03 RO
density gradient inferred from scattering of photo- (RO being the solar radius) and a few solar radii,
spheric light by electrons and (b) from ionization

being _egative and of the order of 3°K per km for
theory. The first method yields values of about the Fe xIv (5303/_) line (Billings a;ld Lilliequist
1.6×10 _ °K, whereas the second, from the ratio 1963). Under such circumstances it becomes
Fe xIv/Fe x, gives values half as large. Recent difficult to account for the apparent simultaneous
measurements by Orbiting Solar Observatory-I existence of low stages of ionization, such as Fe x
indicate that the latter method may lead to in- and Fe xI, and also a stage as high as Fe xvz,
consistent results, for the ratio Fe xw/Fe xv, as

observed by CSO-I to be the emitter of two of the
measured by the satellite, implies an average elec- more intense emission lines of the extreme ultra-

tron temperature of 1.7-1.SX 10_ °K (Neupert violet spectrum between 170/_ and 400/_, even
1963). In addition to these valucs for the elec- in the absence of visible centers of activity. The

tron temperature, a high value of the kinetic tern- suggestion has been made (Shklovsky 1951) that
perature, of the order of 2.0 X 10e °K, is obtained limb observations may include regions of differing
from observed line-broadening if it is assumed
that the broadening is due entirely to thermal electron temperature, thereby giving the spec-
motions. It has often been suggested that the trum a misleading appearance. Such an argu-ment is without doubt correct near centers of

electron temperature computed from the ratio Fe activity which manifest an increase in electron
xzv/Fe x is the more accurate value, while that temperature by the at)pearance of the Ca xv

*PubliJhed in Th. A,trophyaical Journal 139(3):935-940, april (5694 /_) line. However, for the undisturbed
1,1_. corona, the existence of regions having the
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required range of electron temperatures would cm 3for Fe xI te 3.5 X 10-12 sec -I cm 3for Fe xv at

require tangential temperature gradients consid- 1.6X10 s °K. These rates are higher (by a factor
erably greater than the radial gradient reported of 4 or more) than those used by Firor and Zirin

by Billings and Lilliequist. (1962) but slightly lower than those used by
Since it is the ionization theory which leads to Seaton (1962). We will assume, as do Firor and

an electron temperature considerably less than Zirin, that the dependence of ionization rates on

that obtained by other observational methods, it the number of valence electrons is small and may
is of interest to reexamine certain assumptions be neglected. A measure of the time between
made in the theory in light of current knowledge successive ionizations (disregarding recombina-
of the physical state of the quiet corona. It is the Lions) is then given by
purpose of this paper to suggest that a combina- 1

Lion of physical circumstances, at least in the ri°n=NcS(T------_'
quiet solar corona, may alter tile distribution of
ions in the various stages of ionization, thereby where N, is the electron density and S(T) is the
making the ionization theory invalid as a means ionization rate in sec -1 cm 3. Taking a value for
of computing an electron temperature for the N, of 2.0X108 cm -3 and a value for 8(T) of
coronal plasma, and also permitting a broader 1.0X 10-H sec -1 cm s, one finds that a time interval
distribution of ions than is allowed by ionization of the order of 500-1000 sec (one to two time con-
theory in a nearly isothermal corona. A stead_ stints) is required to ionize, without recombina-
state non-equilibrium formulation, valid for an tion._, m assemblage of ions from stage i (taken as
optically thin plasma, is proposed which appears l_e xiii) to .t_ge i+l in the lower corona at an
to be more compatible not only with present electrox) t .... _,erature of 1.6X10 e °K, a value con-
optical information about the corona at visible sistent with that obtained from the electron-

wavelengths but also with certain observations in density gradient. On the other hand, the time
the extreme ultraviolet spectrum made from required to establish equ;partition of energy be-
rockets and satellites, tween protons and heavy ions in the coronal

II. EFFECTOF A CORONAL EXPANSION plasma is considerably shorter. This character-
istic time can be computed from equations given

A combination of two physical conditions may by Spitzer (1956) and is of the order of 2.0 sec for
lead to a discrepancy in the coronal temperatures Fe xm-proton equilibrium at an electron (and,
derived from line intensities and from line-broad- approximately, proton) density of 2.0X 108 cm-3
ening. These t_o factors are (1) an average time and a temperature of 1.6 × 106°K. It ;s of interest
between ionizations (of heavy ions) which is large to note that the formula predicts the heavy ion-
compared with the time for equipartition of energy proton equipartition time to be less than that for
between the ions and the coronal plasma; (2) a proton-proton equipaxtition by a factor of 2
mass motion of ions through a region having a (Fe xI) to 4 (Fe xvi) because of the high charge of
high electron-temperature gradient in a period of the heavy ions. The time for equipartition is
time equal to or less than the above-mentioned again inversely proportional to the electron
time between ionizations. We will first consider c _nsity, leading to the relation
the existence of each of these conditions in the

Tio,/V,q,i_-_constant>>Ilowercoronaand thendiscusstheirinfluenceon a

theorywhichassumesionizationequilibrium, fora givenionanywhereinthesolarcorona.
An estimateof the time betweenionizations Inconsideringthesecondofthetwo conditions [

may be obtainedfrom ionizationratesironfor statedabovewe must restric_ourselvestoregions

ions computed from cross-sections given by Elwert of low magnetic field, thus permitting an expan- i
(Massey 1956). These rates increase with in- sion of the corona which results in the corpuscular
creasing electron temperature, from 7.4X10 -_8 stream deduced by Biermann (1951) from his
sec-_cm 8at0.SXI06°K to 1.95X,0-_lsec-tcm a wc on comet tailsand was more recentlydis-
at 2.0X106°K forFe xm, and decreasewithin- cussedby Parker(1960).Usingthecontinuity
creasingstageofionizationfrom2.5XI0-H see-I equationonecancomputetheaveragesolar-wind
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velocity at any height in the atmosphere once its derived from line-broadening may still be valid,
_ velocity and particle density at another height however. Because of the large increase in tern-
; have been defined. Using as initial parameters perature over a distance of 10000 km or less in
• (Parker 1961) a proton density of 1.8Xl0' cm-'_ the lower solar corona, it appears that the situa-

and a solar-wind velocity of 66 km/sec at r tion here described may well occur throughout
?. =l.43RQ one then finds, near the base of the most of the region of the corona from which

corona, assuming an electron density of 2.0 X 108 radiation is observed.

" cm-a, a velocity of about 12 km/sec. A recent At any height in the corona one must then

_ calculation by Bi!lings and LiUiequist produces a replace the equilibrium equation (Woolley and
value about half as great. One direct measure- Allen 1948),

- ment of the solar wind in the lower corona, a radar
observation, has been made which yields a veloc- N_N,S_+I(T) =N_+IN, Q_+_(T),
ity similar to the computed values. The Massa- where Q(T) is the recombination rate in sec -L
chusetts Institute of Technology E1 Campo station cm 3, with the more general equation

; has observed, at 38 Me, a Doppler shift of 4 kc,
>

corresponding to a radially outward velocity of V F/_0,
the refle0tmg electrons of 16 km/sec (James 1963).

Knowing the electron density at which a critical where F_ is the flux of ions, in stage i, of each
frequency is reached, one may compute the veloc- element. In general,

_ ity at other densities using the continuity equa- V. F_= (ionizations from i- 1)
' tion. At an electron density of 2.0 X 108cm-S one
_ then obtains 3.5 km/sec. It _. _t be pointed out - (recombinations to i- 1)
• that these velocities are at variance with those +(recombinations from i+1)

' obtained by extrapolation of recent observations - (ionizations from i).

made by Mariner II between the orbits of Venus For an optically thin corona of low density in
! and Earth. From this satellite data one would which photoionizations and three-body recom-
, predict a wind, for the quiet sun, of only 0.06 binations are assumed to be negligible one obtains
;_ km/sec in the lower corona. It remains to be

seen, however, whether an extrapolation over v'F_fN_-1N'S_-I(T)-NtN_[Q_-I(T)+S_(+I(T)]
' nearly 1 a.u. using a limited sampling of the inter- +Nt+_N,Q_+_(T),

/ planetary plasma is valid. For this reason the for each stage of ionization, i, of each element
i radar results will be used in this paper. Using a present, together with
i solar-wind velocity of several kilometers per

second, one concludes that an ion may travel N(r) ffi _N_ (r),
radially outward a distance of 10'-10 ( km in the

;_ lower corona before undergoing further ionization, where N_ is the number density in each stage of
_ The result of fulfilling both of the above condi- ionization. The summation is made over all

tions is that an ion, in passing through a region stages of ionization of the particular element being
having a steep positive electron-temperature gra- considered.

dient, very quickly .,_.#ains a thermal velocity For a spherically symmetric corona expanding
characteristic of the ) .mr temperature (condi- with velocity of magnitude v(r) we have, for the
tion 1) but carries with it, f_r a much longer time total flux of a particular ion crossing a shell of
and radial distance, a his¢ory of any previous radius r,
ionization equilibrium (condition 2). Under such F, ffi4_rr_N_(r)n(r).
circumstances no theory which postulates equili-

" brium between ionization and recombinations can By requiting a steady-state outward flow, all ions

furnish a valid value for the electron temperature moving outward with the same average velocity,
of the region even if the predominant ionization we obtain
mechanism is electron impact, and recombination

Fo= _F_- 4_r'N.(r)v(r)= constant.is by radiative capture. A kinetic temperature
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In this case the summation includes all elements thousand kilometers. Examination of the equa-
present. Using the notation P, where P_ is the tion for the predominant stage of ionization
relative population in each stage of ionization i, present at 5X 105 °K indicates that its relative

population will decrease, in the absence of recom-
p_N,(r)

_=_-_ , binations, by a factor of 1/e in a distance ofapproximately
we obtain

d_ N_ _ T P ._-l Fo 1
_F,=_{P,__S,_]( )- +[Q, (T) 4Tr_ N_S(T)'

+S_+_(T)]TP_+_Q_+_(T)} which is 6f the order of 10a km. Higher stages of

for each element and each stage of ionization, ionization will become more populated with in-
We note that this equation is valid for any local creasing height above the photosphere, reaching

areas, e.g., plages, in which the outward expansion an ionization equilibrium characteristic of the
may be different from that of the undisturbed higher temperature only in a distance of a few
corona, since the coefficient of the right-hand side tens of thousands of kilometers. The reliability
can be evaluated locally in the corona. This of this conclusion degends, of course, on the valid-
equation is similar in form to that obtained by ity of the data we have used. If the solar proton

measurements of Mariner II are used, rather than
Burton and Wilson (1961) for a fully contained the radar measurement, together with the higher

plasma except for a change in the independent ionization rates of Seaton, the effect being
variable fi'om time to position and a change in discussed here will be entirely negligible.
the coefficient of the right-hand side An analy-
tic solution is possible under the assumption that
only three adjacent stages of ionization are sig- III. _OMPARISON WITH OBSERVATIONS
nificantly changing for any value of the independ- A _mall amount of observational evidence is
eat variable, all lower stages having reached a available which appears to be consistent with the
steady-state reh_+ve population and all higher foregoing arguments. Beginning with the lower
states having yet to be populated. Although stages of ionization observed in the corona, it has
such an assumption is apparently valid for the been found, for the undisturbed corona, that (a)
plasma treated by Burton and Wilson and per- the maximum surface brightness of Fe xI emission

mits an analytic solution to be. obtained for any occurs below 10000 km above the photosphere
stage of ionization, this is not the case for the solar (February 25, 1952 eclipse) (Athay and Roberts
atmosphere. In the latter, ions in the lowest 1955), (b)the raaximum surface brightness of Fe
stages of ionization may exist in regions of high xxv occurs (statistically) at about 18000 km (Petri
optical thickness where the equation given is not 1952), (c) the intensity of the Fe xv line at 7059/_
even approximately valid. In order to apply the decreases much more slowly with distance from
equation to the corona, where it is valid, one the limb than do the lines of Fe x (6374 _) and
therefor_ requires boundary conditions at the Fe xI (7891 /_) (February 15, 1961, eclipse)
base of the corona where more than three stages of (Wlerick and Fehrenbach 1961). This observa-
ionization may already be significantly popu- tion supports those of Allen (1946) who noted
lated. At this boundary the solar atmosphere that the equivalent widths of coronal lines with
exhibits considerable fine structure, on which relatively low ionization potentials showed a
insufficient data are available for a precise faster decrease with height above the photo-
evaluation of the equations, sphere than did lines of high ionization potential.

However, it is possible to discuss the general Ba _ed on the observation by OSO-I that the in-
behavior of the system by considering the expan- tensity of emission from Fe xw requires emission
sion of an assemblage of ions from a region of low from 0.1 to 0.5 of the solar corona, one might
electron temperature of 5X106 °K to a hotter hypothesi_e, in accordance with the model being
region of 1.6 X 10e °K, the change in electron tern- presented here, that the maximum in surface
perature taking place over a distance of only a few brightness of Fe xvI occurs at about 40000 kin.
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Because of the rapidly decreasing electron density may be invalid in regions of outward expansion

with height in the lower corona, the maximum through an electron-temperature gradient. Such

in intensity of an ion may be very broad and need a condition may be responsible, in part, for the

not be coincident with the maximum in relative difference in coronal temperatures obtained from

population of the ion. ionizatian theory and from line-broadening meas-

The above observations are, of course, partially urements. Its eventual importance will depend
consistent with a coronal model, based on ioniza- on be_ter estimation of ionization and recombina-

tion equilibrium, which incorpora_,es a positive tion rates and the velocity of the solar wind. The

temperature gradient c,utward from the chrome- presence of a coronal expansion does not rule out

bphere. Such a model could not be employed the existence of turbulence in the quiet corona,

beyond 1.03 RQ, however, since at distances which may still account for the difference in

greater than this the corona exhibits a negative temperatures obtained from electron-density gra-

temperature gradient, in contradiction to what dient_ and from Doppler broadening of coronal
would be expected from observation (c). lines.

It is of interest to apply the arguments which

have been developed to these observational data, REFERENCES
thereby estimating the radial ion velocity in the

lower corona. Assuming an average time be- ALLr.N,C. W. 1946, N.M., 106, 137.
--. 1961, Proceedinos of IAU Symlm_ium No. 16, ed.

tween ionizations of 500 sec for stages Fe xi-xtv, J.W. Evans (New York:Academic Press), p. 1.
we obtain, for the average radial velocity of these ATHAY,R. G., and ROBERTS,W. O. 1955, Ap. J., 121,231.
ions B_ESMANN,L. 1951, Zs. f. Ap., 29, 274.

10000 Br.L1yns, D. E., and LILLIEQUI._T, C. G. 1963, Ap. J.,
= _ = 6.6 kin/see. 137, 16.

1500 BURTO_,W. M., and WILCO.%R. 1961, Proc. PAds. 8oc.,

Taking recombinations into _ccount, we can 78, 1416.

reduce this velocity but by an amount estimated FmoR, J., and ZtRiS, H. 1962, Ap. J., 13S, 122.JAMgs, J. 1963, private communication.
to be no more than 10 to 30 percent. This veloc- MAsszv, H. S. W. 1956, Hdb. d. Phys., Vol. 36, ed.
ity is comparable to the solar-wind velocity in s. Flilgge (Berlin:Springcr-Verlag), p. 307.
the lower corona inferred from radar observations. Nr.UPZRT, W. M. 1963, 81_c_ Research I V (to be

By comparison, the average thermal velocity for published).

Fe ions at 1.6×106 °K is 15 km/sec. Since only PARKER, E. N. 1960, Ap. J., 132, 821._1961, Space Astrophysics, ed. W. Liller (New York:
limb observations of the corona are possible at McGraw-Hill Book Co.), p. 157.
visible wavelengths, little shift in the forbidden P_TR_,W. 1952, Forschung_bsr.0_ . Wendelstein, Vol. 2.
emission lines due to the outward ion velocity 8_.ATON,M. J. 1962, Observatory,82, 111.
should be observable. SRKLO_SKY, I. S. 1951, Izv. Krymsk. Ap. Obs., 6, 105.

SPITZER, L. 1956, Physics of Fully Ionized Gases (New
York:Interscience Publishers).

IV. CONCLUSION WL_mCX, G., and FEHRENBACH, C. 1961, i'rocserlings of

It appears that even at the low electron densi- IAU 8ympasium No. 16, ed. J. W. Evans (New York:Academic Press), 199.
ties found in the corona a computation of the WOOLLEY, R. v. d. R.. and ALLES, C. W. 1948, M.N.,
electron temperature based on ionization theory 108, 292.
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TIME VARIATIONS IN THE SOLAR EXTREME ULTRA-
VIOLET SPECTRUM OBSERVED BY OSO-1"

W. M. NEUPERT

1. INTRODUCTION which was driven on a circuit- rail so that the

A grazing incidence spectrometer _ has beeP exit _lit scanned along the Rowland Circle, where
flown as a pointed experiment on 0S0--1 to moni- the spectrum was focused, from 10-400-A. The
tor the extreme ultraviolet (EUV) spectrum of the 50 micron entrance and exit _ "ts provided a spec-

tral passband of 1.7-A and permitted resolution
sun. Over six thousand spectra were obtained at of lines 0.85-A apart. The detector was a win-
the rate of about 100 per day over a period of time dowless photomultiplier developed by the Bendix
from March through May 1962, corresponding to Corporation specifically for use in *his spectrome-
nearly three _olar revolutions. Intermittent op- t, A tungsten photocathode was chosen to
eration has subsoclucntly provided spectra for a ,a,imise response to wavelengths above 1500-A,
period of greater than one year. This paper pre- rind to reduce changes in sensitiwty due to varia-
sents, in a condensed form, the variations ob-
served in three of the more reliably identified lines tions of the emission properties of the cathode.

The instrument calibration was performed (1) by
of the spectrum: 284-A (Fe XV), 304-A (He II) exposing the entire spectrometer to a beam of
and 335-A (Fe XVI). monochromatic radiation of known intensity and

One may consider the solar EUV observations
as falling into three categories: a) quiet corona, b) (2) by evaluating the essential components of the
slowly varying components, and c) transient spectrometer (grating, detector, etc.), and then

computing the sensitivity of the instrument. The
phenomena, such as flares. These categories are first method was used at 44-A using a propor-
also listed in the order of increasing difficulty of
making reliable observations. This paper will tional counter for determining the source inten-

sity. The second method was applied at longer
review some of the observotions of slowly varying wavelengths (80-400-A). In addition, a corn-
components that have been made and then present parison was made of the solar fluxes obtained
several instances in which transient phenomena against the fluxes measured by Hall, Damon and

have been observed. Hinteregger 2 with a calibrated rocket instrument.
The comparison could only be made in the reg'.on
of overlap, 250-A to 400-A, and would be mean-

2. DESCRIPTIONOF SPECTROMETER ingful only if the solar radiation was the same.

During operation the spectrometer was pointed The 2800-Mc mean daily flux _corded by the
at the center of the solar disk within approxi- National Research Council, Ottawa, Canada, v'as
mately two rain of arc. In this o_'ientation, radi- used as an independent estimate of solar flux to

choose the satellite data for the comparison. Aation from the entire solar disk and inner corona

passed directly through the entrancc slit and best fit w_s made between these methods of ob-
struck a cuncave grating mounted ia grazing in- raining a calibration which yielded values of
cidence, the angle of incidence being 88°. The 8.0×10 s photons cm -1 count -l at 335-A and
exit slit and detector were mounted on a carriage 4.2×10 s photon cm -_ count -_ at 284-A. These

values are useful for comparing the intensities of

*F,bt.h_d-- C_o,d S_, Vt;ghtC,_,, D_-,,_, .v-,l_-*_-t_. the lines at these two wavelengths, but their use
J,,,y. l_. to obtain absolute solar fluxes is not recommended.

306
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ffi I prominent features of tb-, spectrum in terms of.'-- ! ,,*---- such lines. The difficulty of posi,ive identifica-t tion can be appreciated more if for example, we_ Ihl Ij , . I! tL t[,

ionization of iron from Fe X through Fe XVI,
with the exception of Fe XV, are expected in the

- ' 5
" '_ " _" _ _,_._.,,._ J" _" _ _"_ small wa ,length interva: from 335-A to 390-A.

Fmvaz 1.--Solar spectrum from 170 A to 400A with The overlapping of these res,,nance multiplcts
secondorderline images indicated combined with second _rder radiat;on of shorter

wavelengths makes positive identificatioll a for-
midable task. The resonance lines of Fe X

3. PRESENTATIONOF DATA
through Fe XIV have not, been identified in the

Figure 1 presents a typical scan obtained over extreme ultraviolet (EUV) spectrum although
the region of 170-A to 400-),. Several factors their intensity as predicted by Ivanov-Kholodny
reduce the usable spectral range of the spectrome- and Nikolsky 6 should permit their observation.
ter from its nominal range of 10-A to 400-A. At Tot, sey T, working with a spectrum having higher
wavelengths below 100-A the decreasing sensi- resolution, reports that no Fe XIV multiplet can
tivity o¢ the spectrometer combined with an ir,- be found in his record. Because of these difiicul-
crease in scattered light upon approaching the ties, discussion will center around three of the more
central image made it impossible to distinguish a intense and more reliably identified lines of the
reliable spectrum on a single scan. However, a spectrum, the Fe XV (3s2_So-3s 3p 1Ply.) line at
combination of several scans, using cross-correla- 304-A. The location cf tl_,eselines is indicated in

tion techniques, has shown the apparent existence 284-A, the Fe XVI (.q.,,'-S]/2-3tr'P%]') '.inc at
O 3

of a line emission spectrum in the region from 335-A, and the He II (ls-,'%2-2p2P _, ½)line at
50-A to 100-A (Neupert, Behring, White and Figure 2.
Linds_Tz). At wavelengths above 342-A the

secondorderimagesof intensespectrallinesob- 4. SLOWLYVARYING COMPONENTS OF THE
served in first order above 171-A obscure a con- EUV SPECTRU_
siderable amount of interesting data. This effect
is illustrated in Figure 1 which indicates, by crcss- The months of March and April of 1962, were
hatching, those first order lines which have strong auspicious for a study of the solar EUV spectra in
second order counterparts in th._ recorded spec- that observations could be made on both a quies-
trum. These second order images were less cent and a disturbed solar atmosphere. During
prominent in earlier rocket results, leading to the second week in March the sun was especially
considerable dissimilarity between the rocket and quiet, the Zurich Prnvisional Relative qunspot
satellite spectra above 342-A (Neupert and number being zero on 11 March. As the month
Behring_). For these reasons the obviously us- progressed solar rotation carried several _enter_
able range of the instrument can be considered to of activity across the visible hemisphere of the
be from 170-A to 340-A, a range which can be sun. Definite enhancements in the solar spectrum
extended, with special precautiuns, to cover the were associated with these centers of activity.
interval from 50--A to 400--A. Figure 2 presents two scans of the EUV spec-

The brightest emissi'm line in the region from tram taken approximately ten days apart. Dur-
170-A to 340-A is the Lyman-alpha line of ionised ing the first of these observations (13 Marchj only
helium at 304.-A. In addition, numerous other one small region of activity was present on the

emission lines appear with combir.ed flux corn- solar (,isk. In spite of this low level of activity it
parable to, or somewl_.t greater than, that of the is observed that the Fe XV av_ Fe XVI lines per-
helium line. Resonance lines of heavy ions (Mg sist as two of the mor,_ prominent features of the
through Fe) are expeet_,xi in this region, leading _pectrum. The r.econd spectrum (23 March)
to attempts (Zirin, Hall and Hinteregger'), was obtalncd while several large and well-devei-
(Neupert and Behring') to id_n_,ify the more oped center-J of activity were present on the disk.

I
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"W" the average of one orbit's observations (six to
eight scans). Error bars indicating one standard

-'- deviation in the data are given for each wave-
length. Also indicated are the times of appear-
ance and disappearance of the major plage arenas

I A I t

I'IAIl_f _i!_..I_,f,ii_I'. IIii j i' , as cataloged by the McMath-Hulbert Observa-_ili_ l_ :tl'_,_,_,_¢__,,_R , : , _1 _i_fl '' ' tory. The first increase in the counting rates, _'_ _, " above the "quiet sun" values is associated with
_,1W_ t_'_ _ , ', ,4/,:,,_" the appearance of McMath Plage No. 6366 on the

,' maa_

"" "'!i east limb on 11 March. The counting rate for
.. t the He II (304-A) line increases gradually to a

I All I,I , I R, : "111 '1 I

_!_j,_ L._II,_.,_'_, I,,., _, il.' # rather abruptly to an appa,'ent plateau. This
'" _ _(_'_"_,4 ' i__h,r._,._,_ sudden drop cannot be unambiguously attributed

to the disappearance of plage region 6366 on the
'v' _ ',' " "-_"_' " .... west limb, for it follows quite directly after an

unusual flare of importance 3 observed in plageFmva_ 2._Comparison of ;_wospectralscans taken under
different solar conditions region 6370 on 22 March, for which data are not

given in the figure. A gradual decline in readings
Comparing these two spectra we observe that the is observed from 29 March to 7 April. A similar
emission lines have increased in intensity but not enhancement, followed by a return to near pre-
all by the same amount. The Fe XV and XVI plage rates, occurred in April. Since the spec-
lines, already prominent even in the near absence trometer did not carry an internal standard it is
of solar activity, have increased in intensity ap- impossible to state positively that its counting
preciably more than any other line observed with characteristics did not change over the period of
certainty in this spectra] rang_. The He II line observations. Tl._ consistent behavior of the

has also i_creased but by a lesser amount, data, howex _'r, as demonstrated in Figure 3, leads
Time variations of these three lines as observed to the conclusion that no significant change in

for the firs_ 1066 orbits of operation are given in sensitivity occurred throughout the period of
Figure 3, in which each datum point represents observation. (Subsequent analysis of real time

_,s/_ data after one year in orbit supports this con-
'_ clusion, even for the longer time interval).

" "°\""_T'\{_,.}_# _ Also shown in the figm _ are the variations withj solar activity of the coronal Fe XV (284-A) and
Fe XVI (335-A) line% the relative increases being

considerably larger than for the He II (304-A)
_/_ line. A definite, although small, enhancement

'_ _ _2_ ' associated with the appearance of plage No. 6366

is observed in both the Fe XVI and Fe XV lines.
[_ The possibility exists that the coronal emissions

" _ 'V '__"_ appear slightly earlier as might be expected since

_ the coronal emission mu_t take place at greater
._ _ heights than the emission of ionized calcium radia-

tion. The most obvious increase in intensity of
_-too-- ,.--uao.... ,a,_ these lines is associated with the appearance, in

_mms "---I_]--' ,----mo--_ ,--ua_ succession, of plage areas numbered 6370, 6369

i ,_ ,_ k,_ i , i ;, {,_a--' t ,_ ,_ _,i and 6373 on 17 March through 10March. The
,m m w _,,w counting rates then increassd gradually through-

Fracas. 3.--4)80-1 data for threespectral linescompared out this period indicating that the enhanced emis-
withappearanceand disappearanceofmajor plageareas, sion was ,rot from a point source but rather from
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an extended volume having as its base an area at _ Q_,_
r.ollti'll,sic / "\ ; A

least as large as the underlying calcium plage. _ / I "\, let _'\ ii"$ [_7)
The disappearance of area 6366 on 25 March ,iS"\ \ l i'_ ! /

results in a slight decrease in counting rates, fol= i7 _:', /i "'."-.""j/ _ 13_)
lowed by a general decline from 29 March through _ ._:_- \_,_..-, 1 V_...<
3 April as the other plage areas are carried off the

0i

visible hemisphere of the sup_by the solar rotation.
1_, ' IO-li Wn-iN z-1/.-..\

5. DISCUSSIONOF SLOWLYVARYING '®i J '" '_ " "" _'_
coMPoN,,,s :! ..... ' "-" " " "0'X i_,._

o X • '_ ._ _ WEIGHTEDAlff.A

2"he relationship of these observed counting +<"_._..I' " ..." , _ IPIIIN

rates to several ground-based measurements of : ,2 ,o2o. _ , : i _3,, _-_-_i _nv_,
solar activity is presented in Figures 4 and 6. In _,u_ _ ,_ w,,_
Figure 4 the He II radiation is compared with Fmva_ 6.--Relationship of observed counting rates for the

284 A and 335A line to ground-basedobservations.

4_
daily values of the solar flux at 280(OMc, and

2_ /%/_ _ll,_l with the Zurich Provisional Relative Sunspot

_ /_ / _W _V_ / Number (ZPRSN). Also shown is an estimate of
'%_¢.,_ the calcium plage area, each area being weighted

i)_i .li+_ by the estimated intensity of the area on a scale
•,r'_.-'., from i to 5 and by the cosine of its longitude from

; j __ f_ the central meridian. Values for this computa-

_" tion were supplied by the McMath-Hulbert
Observatory.

,.,o' A more detailed comparison is made in Figure
1 5 in which the radio and He II fluxes have been

_ _ ._. 1,-,.°_ adjustedbydividingeachobservationbytherate

i fii_<___<_z_l_.,o, observedforthe"quietsun."Inaddition, the

_ weighted Ca + plage intensity has been adjusted
_"_ " _ to coincide with the 2800 Me enhancement on 21
o ,_,0_,, , _ o ,_,,_ _ _ _ , ,,,_ March. Thisplotshows more clearlytheclose

,_ _,_,_ i,,_ relationship which has been known for some time
Fmua_ 4._Relationship ofobservedcountingrates for the between the 2800 Mc radiation and the plage

He II Lyman-alpha line to ground-basedmeasurements areas and also shows the divergences of the He II
of solar activity. (304-A) line from both of these. A better agree-

ment between plages and the 304-A line is ob-

f' f _,/..,__ rained if only the plage areas, with no weighting

I I [ I [ i l i ll_l_ l U 1 I i I l I I

IO llmo PllAniA factors for i.<tensity or longitude from'central

i f /" °_'_" _,'_ lneridian _ssage is used. In Figure 6 the d_ily

t4 val_e_ oi :olar flux at 2800 Mc and the Zurich Pro-
_r _: i ,_ t visional Relative Sunspot Number are compared

Ul- _,,,iur_i ,,'- " ,__ • with the coronal lines of Fe XV (284-A) and Fe

__, _i"_ XVI (335-A). The es_ima*ed weighted c_lcium,. i_ /I i_ _ i) il plage area is also shown.
lm _m Im The spectral lines chosen for presentation here

were selected because they are reliably idea,tiffedFIGURE5--Comparison of 304 A data, normalizedto a
"quiet sun" value of one, with weighted calciumpL_ge with p_-rticular ions, not because they convey,
data and 2_00Mc radio observations, more than any other line in the spectrum, changes
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in solar flux which occur with the appearance of As an example of this, one may observe (Figure 6)
plage areas. These three lines represent the ex- that *,he maximum emission in the Fe XV line
tremes which have thus far been _bserved in the apparently occurs later in time than the maximum
spectral region from 171-A to 400-A; only a few for the 2800 Mc flux, or for the plage areas,
faint lines have smaller non-flare variations than observed during March, April and May. In addi-
the He II Lyman-alpha line, while no other out- tion to such a slowly changing effect, one may
_tanding lines have increases as great as those note that localized perturbations appear (7-9
observed for 284-A and 335-A. March and 16-17 April) for which the reletive

An attempt has been made to compute an elec-
tron temperature for the corona, as nearly as pos- EUV FLAREOBSERVATIONS

22 _ IN2

sible undisturbed by centers of activity, from the M_ _,., r, ,. ,, • , ____,, _ _,,
ohscrved ratio of intensities of the Fe XV and _" _-'---_---_ '- ' ............

Fe XVI lines. Such a calculation has validity sm_COUmS/_
only if both radiations originate in the same region m, _ (h,) A4_
of the corona at some well-defined electron tem- _m
perature and only if an ionization-recombination 47m

equilibrium, as assumed by theory, is actually _ T_., !
present. It is found that anelectron temperature _'_ Ic.-J Vof 1.75+0.10 million degrees in that part of the
corona assumed to be the source of both "_ XV 41m l_]_
and Fe XVI best fits the observed data. This Vv
result contrasts sharply with the value of 800,000 _ COUNTS/SFC_ (FeIW)& _ (FoXVl)

°K usually obtained from obserwtion of the u "%

forbidden lines of Fe X and Fe XIV. _ _A_/ _ _ _ _
It has been estimated that the emission of Fe _,

XV and Fe XVI radiation associated with a plage _ e_ _ _ _ m_UNIV_ TiE

area is approximately 150 to 200 times that of an
equivalent, area of the quiet sun. The entre- Ymv_a_7a.--Increases in EUV line emission a_ociated
sponding value for the 304-A line is 15. Assum- with optical flares.
ing that the increase in emission is due to a

EUV FLAGEOBSERVATIONS
density increase only, one finds it necessary to 13MARCH1962
hypothesi_e an increase in electron density by a OPTICALFLARESI' II° II I I I I i

factor of 12 to 14 over each plage for the two iron TYPEIII .............. I.-......J.:......!.=......1..... _l 2+

lines. The fact that a large range of intensit¢ 2ooo_ ............................................¢ _n r,. SIO....................................................i t
:OUNTS/SEC S-3

variations is observed demonstrates, however, _00_ (Hell)
that an increase in electron density alone is not

sufficient to explain the behavior of +he spectrum.
On the othe, hand, the constancy of the ratio Fe
XVI/Fe XV as one extrapolates to zero plage

area argues against a significant change in pipe- 34oo / /A
tron temperature over plages. One can only _v%/ ,\
conclude, at this time, that those regions (or 3200 )UNTS/SEC
region) of the corona emitting Fe XV and Fe XVI 40o 2_u_(FoXV)

radiation occupy a relatively greater ¢olume of 3°° &_SA(Foxvi) p_
the corona over plages and centers of activity. 200 204A"'_2 _ _

The initial analysis of only three lines (He II 1001_"*"_'_I I i i _-k.---._J
304-A, Fe XV 284-A, Fe XVl 335-A) indicates 1200 1300 1400 1500 1800 1700 1800
that the relative prominence of spectral lines may u_ rime
depend upon the age of the center of activity Fm_a_ 7b.--Increases in EUV line emission associated
which is responsible for the increased radiation, with opticalflares.
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EUV FLAREOBSERVATIONS 6. EUV FLARE OBSERVATIONS
20 APRIL 1962

OPTICAL FLARES-----I'i t r I i I f

w_ m................!:....L-....._ 2 !- It is difficult to obtain reliable EUV flare obser-
r_u ...................................4, vations with the type of spectrometer used in

2_ _ .........{' ¢, ' OSO-1 because the flare radiation is seen as only

cmns/sec s.2 a small increase in the radiation flora the entire

-30_ (M,u) /1_ _'_ solar disk, and berause the long time required to

scan the spectrum (8 min) severely limits the
time resolution with which the flare can be

4_

41_ _ observed. In spite of these difficulties, severalincreases in the EUV radiation have been asso-

_ ciated with flares. Three such instances are

t __s/"_mlF'n}m_" l_(f, shown in Figures 7 a,b,c. Supplem rotary infor-

t_ _ mation for these events is given in Table I.

6.1.22 March, 1962 (Flare of Importance 3)
I I I I I l I I

i i_ ,m lm _m 21oo _ 23oo 240oi _ me From the observations of the He II line at

; 304-A made one minute before and three minutes_" FIGURE7c.--Increases in EUV line emission associated
_:_ with optical flares, after maximum in H-alpha one may conclude that
_, the maximum at 304-A certainly occurs no

•_ increases in the helium and the iron lines are con- earlier than H-alpha maximum and may occur

'* siderably different. In these instances we are later. No changes at 284-A and 335-A can be

! apparently observing phenomena localized at associated " "th this flare, optically of importance

; particular levels in the solar atmosphere. 3 but geophysically of much lesser importanc.

; TABLE1._Supplementary Flare Observations

;,' A. 22 March 1962

:. Start Max End Importance

fi
_- Optical Flare .................... 22: 20? 22:41 23:10? 3

_ 2800 Mc Bursts ................ Gradual rise 22:00 to sunset (22:40). 35 Flux Units
Short Bursts at 22:31, 22:33.5, 22:38.

"" Type III Bursts ................ None Observed
Type II Bursts........... None Observed
SID (HAO Preliminary Report)

........................I': ::::::'1 '-_ SEA .......................... 22:35 ::::_ 22:35 I--

._ APPROXIM^TE EUV OBSERVATIOS TIMES (UT) AT PEAK OF FLARE

_! March 22-23
J

7 (Peak)

304A (He II) .................. 22:40:23 22:44:10 22:58:00

._ 284A (Fe XV) ................. 22:40;03 22:43:50 22:57:40
'_* 335A (Fe XVI) ................ 22:40:53 22:43:20 22:5_:30
f

%
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TABLE 1.--Supplementary Flare Observatioas--Continued

B. 13 March 1962

Start Max End Importance

Optical Flare .................. 14:48 15:05 16:01 2-{-
(earlier than) (later than)

SID (CRPL-F Bulletin, NBS)
SCNA ........................ 14:50 15:00 15:45 1
SEA .......................... 14:50 ............ 15:55 2
SPA .......................... 14:45 15:05 16:40
2800 Mc Bursts ................ 14:47.5 14:50.5 15:07 470 Flux units

Type III Bursts 14:50 ............ 14:58 Group of Bursts

APPROXIMATE EUV OBSERVATIONTIMES (UT)

I

(Peak)

304A (He II) .................. 14:40:05 14:53:55 14:57:10

284A (Fe XV) ................. 14:40:25 14:53:35 14:57:30
335A (Fe XVI) ................. 14:39:35 14:54:25 14:56:40

C. 20 April 1962

Optical Flare .................. 19:58 20:02 20:40 2+
SID (CRPL-F Bulletin, NBS)
SCNA ........................ 20:00 20:04 20:35 2
SEA .......................... 20:01 ............ 20:50 2
SPA .......................... 20:02 20:07 20:50 2
2800 Me Burst ................ 19:57.3 19:59 20"09 80 Flux Units

Type III Bur_ts ........... ".__ 20:00.6 ............ 20:02 (Harvard)
20:00 ............ 20:04. 15 (HAO)
20:05. 15 ............ 20:07.30 (HAO)

Type II Bursts ................. 20:04.6 ........... 20:19 (Harvard)
20:16 ........... 20:20.3 (HAO)

APPROXIMATEEUV OSSEaVATION TIMES (UT)

(Peak)

304b, (tie II) .................. 19:58:00 20:11:50 20:15:00
284A (Fe XV) ................. 19:58:20 20:11:30 20:15:20
335A (Fe XVI) ................ 19:57:30 20:12:20 20:14:30

i
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6.2. 13 March, 1962 (Flare of Importance 2-1-) DISCUSSION
Maron: In cemparing the active sun and the

Peak phase of this flare apparently occurred quiet sun, is your finding that the variations in
near satellite sunset. The last valid observations fluxes from the lines in the higher ionization states
before sunset indicate that the EUV flare radia- of iron have greater amplitude than the lower

Lion reaches a maximum after the 2800 Mc radio states? Is this 'not most simply interpreted as
burst. Increases are noted for all three lines, with saying that the relative density change is greatest
the ratio 335-A/284-A apparently increasing at in the regions of highest temperature?
or near maximum phase of the optical flare. The Dr. Neupert: Yes, that is a possible conclusion.
enha_lcement in the coronal lines may continue However, we cannot discriminate between this

hypothesis and one in which the elcctron tempera-
after cessation of the visible flare.

¥ Lure profile of the corona changes above the active

6.3. 20 April, 1962 (Flare of Importance l-t-) region in such a manner that a greater relati_re
volume is at the higher temperature.

EUV observations are poorly situated in time Zirim: Just or,e remark. I have the impression

relative to the optical maximum of this flare. It that you have essentially a factor of two increase
appears, therefore, that the EUV emission max- in the total radiation from the whole sun coming
ima may have been significantly greater than the from a flare which essentially is .1 percent of the
maximum reading actually recorded. In spite of area, or something like that, which impresses me
this shortcoming, an increase in the Fe XVI radia- with a very large change. Is that so, would you
Lion, relative to Fe XV can again be observed, say?

Dr. Neupert: We can associate changes of 50

7. DISCUSSIONOF FLAREOBSERVATIONS percent or more during flares only with the Fe
XVI and Fe XV lines. Many lines show no

A considerable number of additional events statistically reliable change. For the event on

have apparently been observed, some associated March 13 we can demonstrate, by averaging our
with optical flares, others not. However, the data over one complete orbit, that several other
data for these events have not been sufficiently lines do show changes. Rapid variations of 10
analyzed to establish their validity. The increase percent to 20 percent in the faint lines would be
of the ratio Fe XVI/Fe XV is most frequently unobservable because of statistical fluctuations.
associated with solar ew,nts producing ionospheric We should probably use the It-alpha _rea of a
disturbances. The increase in this ratio suggests flare only as a lower limit in estimating the size of
that some volume of the solar atmosphere, asso- the EUV emitting region.
elated with the flare, has been raised to a higher Guerjoy: Would you clarify for me how long,
electron temperature, how large an area of the sun you are looking at?

_ It is interesting to note that the EUV maxima Dr. Neupert: We are looking at the eiitire solar
coincide more closely with the optical maxima disc and out to about a quarter of a solar radius
and with ionospheric affects than they do with from the limb. So we are looking at the entire
centimetric radio bursts. The associat;on with disc plus the inner corona with this instrument.

ionispheric effects is understandable if we assume Chubb: Can you _ay something about how the
;, that the hard X-rays, which themselves may be variability of the lines around 170 angstroms is

line emission at short wavelengths, and which are as compared to. say, the 304 and the iron
causing these ionispheric disturbances, have the lines?
same common thermal origin in flares as does Dr. Neupert: The variations with solar plage

,-_ EUV flare radiation observed by the OSO-1 area of the lines between 170-A and 200-A are
:' spectrometer. On the other hand, the coinci- less than those of the 284-A and 335-A lines.

dence with optical H-alpha maxima canntt be They _re comparable to or somewhat more than
/ explained in the same manner since the hydrogen that of the helium line. We have not analyzed
!i radiation must originate in a cooler region of the flare data for these lines but it ]s our experience
, solar atmosphere, that lines which increase most due to the presence
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of a center of activity also increase the most REFERENCES

during flares. 1. W. E. BE_UClNG,_Y.M. NEUPERTand W. A. NICI_OLS,
Dr. Lindsay: I note that you have averaged J. Opt. Soc. Amer. 52 (5):597,May, 1962.

about 16 lines in this region over a period of about 2. L. A. HALL, K. R. DAMONand H. E. thNTEaEGCER,

a month, as I recall. Why don't you report at Space Research III, ed. W. Priester (Amsterdam,

least the integrated or the average of these lines North-HollandPubl. Co., 1963) 745.
varies? 3. W. M. NEUPEaT,W. E. BWHmNG,W. A. WHITEand

J. C. LINDSAY,GSFC DocumentX-614-62-156 (1962)
Dr. Neupert: We have made integrations over 4. W. M. Nzue_aT and W. E. BEnRINa,J. Quant. Rad.

the spectrum for two days. Not for the 13th of Transf. 2 (1962)527.
March and 23rd of March, but for two days on 5. H. ZmIN,L. A. HALLand H. E. HINTEREGGER, Space
which activity was similar to those which we had ResearchIII, ed. W. Priester (Amsterdam, North-

in the second slide. The increase in counting rate tIoUan4Pdbl. Co., 1963)760.
6. G. S. IvAsov-Kholodnyand G. M. NIKOLSKY, Astro-

was of the order of 50 to 80 percent. This is an nomieheskliZhurnal38 (1961) 828.
increase due to the presence of centers of activities 7. R. TOUSEY,SpaceScienceReviews (to be published)
on the sun's disc, not increase due to flares. (1963).
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THE UV LINES OF FE XIV IN THE SOLAR CORONA

R.STOCKHAUSEN

Knowledge of the structure of the solar corona electron, of the cross-sections for exchange colli-
can be increased by observations of the many sions in He I (St. John, Miller, and Lin 1964) and
emission lines in the far ultraviolet. Howe_ er, the decrease of exchange cross-sections along the

_ identification of these lines is made difl-,cult by the iso-electronic sequences shown in Table VIII of
lack of knowledge of many of the atomic parame- Seaton (1958), Dr. Osterbrock has suggested that
ters relevant to these lines. Garstang's (1962) a value of Q, nearer to Q,=0.01Q0 may be more
calculations of energy levels and oscillator appropriate for Fe XIV. With the uncertainties
strengths for Fe XIV allow predictions of lines involved, parallel calculations were made under
strengths and wave lengths for the lines of this ion. three assumptions:

Collision cross-sections of the optically per- (.0

mitred lines are related to the oscillator strengths Q' = / .1Q0 (3)by the expression given by Van Regetnorter (1962) .01Q0

1 8r/ff The total cross-section is then the sum of (1)Q(n, m) = hEf(nm) gra2o (1)
kl v_ and (3).

Having _he collision cross-sections, production
For levels not connected to the ground level by an rates of the UV lines can be calculated. Follow-

optically allowed transition, electron exchange ing the notation of Seaton (1963), the rate of
collisions are the only excitation mechanism, in excitation from level i to level j followed by
a manner similar to Osterbrock (1963) these spontaneous transition to level k is given by
exchange cross-sections can be estimated by

Q,(in, jm) < Qo(in, jm) a_ =q,Cj_ (4)
where qu is the collisional excitation rate ofj from

= r/(2l+l) [gJ.,,/_gm] i and C,_ is the probability of going to k from j.
(2/'+1) [gj=/_2gj,,,](gHg,) (2) For the UV lines of Fe XIV, Cjt does not involve

= collisional de-excitation due to the high spon-

_{(2t+l) taneous transition probabilities, and the low

coronal electron densities.

or (2/'+1) (gj,_/g,,) Table 1 gives the production rates for UV lines
due to transitions ending in the two levels (1 de-

whichever of the four is smaller. Here i n is the notes _P°a/s and 2 denotes _P%n) of the ground
n thlevel of term i and j m is the m '_level of term j. term. Results are given for two temperatures
The term in square brackets comca from the as- and three values of the exchange cross-section.

sumption that the levels of term j are populated Excitations are assumed to take place only from
in propo_ion to this weight factor, the ground level.

In his work with neLular ions, Osterbrock has The sum of the production rates to the upper
taken Q_=0.10o. On the basis of *he rapid level (_P%t_) of the ground term is important in
decrease, wioh increasing energy of the colliding that it gives the excitation rate (due to cascade)

of the coronal green line, h5303. It can be seen
°' *Publlsht.d ,m Goddavd 8pace F_ieht C_nter Daeuraem X-_IO-e4-_O_,
: j_ _. that there is a slight discrepancy between these
•: 315
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T^BLE 1.--Production Rates

TffilX10 a

Q,=.0 Q, ffi.01 Q0 Q, ffi.1 Qo
Levels

a,, a,, a, a,2 a, a,_

s/; 4P,/2 .01.10 -9 ............ 03"10-9 01"10-9 . 17.10 -° .05.10 -9
4I a/z 04 .02 .40
'Pb12 06 ............. 62
9Ds/z .66 .02.10 -9 .70 02 1.03 .0:3
9D_/2 ...................................... 06 ............. 57
9S1/9 1.19 .05 1.20 05 1.35 .05
9P,/2 .34 .49 .35 50 .41 .59
9P3/0. .17 .17 .18 72 .24 .96

s'd _D_/2 1.59 .39 1.65 40 2. 30 .56
9DbJ9 ...................................... 13 ............ 1.32

1.65.10 -9 1.99. !0-; 5. 15.10 -9

T=2X106

,;j9 4p1/_ .0|.10-9 ............. 02.10-o 01.10-9 . 14.10-o 04.10-9
4Pal2 __-_____ __,__.---______,______.____ 03 .02 33

'" 9Din .77 .02.10 -9 . _0 02 1.09 03
9D6/9 .................................... 02 ............ 50
9SI/_ 1.51 .06 1.53 06 1.66 C7
9P1/2 .43 .62 .44 64 .55 80
9t:'sl_ . 22 .89 .23 91 I . 25 1.02

sgd9D3/9 2.04 .49 2. 11 51 ] 2. 74 .66

9D5/_ .................................... 13 ............ 1.31

2.-_. 1"_-_ 2.38.10 -9 5. 28.10 -9

cascade excitation rates and those given in Table Ncupert and Smith (1964) from observations of

6 of Seaton 0963). In a private communication, the NASA satellite OSO-I. These identifications
Dr. Seaton has noted a numerical eror in his _,ork. were made on the basis of time variations of the

Inclusion of the exchange collisions has a sig- line strengths and wavelength separations of the

nificant effect on the production rates only for _mltiplet members. Also included are the oh-

those levels which have low f values with respect served relative line strengths for two periods of
to the ground level, sad then onIy foc the case observation in 1962. Quiet Sun (average of

Q,=0.1Q0. March 8, 9, to) is a period of low solar activity
The product of these production rates and the and April 20 is a period -f high solar activity.

energy of the respective emitted photons, nor- These observed line strengths are also r)grmalized
realized so that the _P°_/_-2P.m transition is to the _P°,l_-_Psn line. This line was about 1.5

unity, gives the predicted relative line strengths times more intense on April 20 than during the

of the expected UV lines. Tht_e strengths am Quiet Sun period. At this stage of the r( :uctions,

given in Table 2. Table 3 gives the predicted the observed relative line strengths are accurate
wavelengths and the wavelengths assigned by to only a few tenths (in these units).
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TABLE 2.--Predicted Litw Strengths

I

Levels J _ J v
T= 1XI0 t 7'ffi2X10 t

3s_p--3Sl_ Q, =.0 Q, =.01Qo Qo--.1Qo Q, =..0 Q, _.01Qo Qt =.lQo

I
t

,po-,p........ 1/2 1/2 ............ .......... _ .._[] i::::::: . .3
1/2 3/2 ..................
3/2 1/2 --;i-:_:::::::::_ :_: ......... .i

liii!i!iii!ii.........il3/2 ] 3/2 ::::::::22:: .8 .7
3/21 5/2 ............. 2 1.4 1.1

tpo_t D ........ 1/2 3/2 2. 8 2. 8 3. 1 , 2. 5 2. 5 3. 2
3/2 3/2 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1
3/2 5/2 ............ 2 1.6 ............. 1 1.4

sP°-2,S' ......... 1/2 1/2 6. 4 6. 1 5. 2 6. 3 6. I 6. 1
3/2 1/2 .3 .2 .2 .2 .2 . 2

2po_sp ......... 1/2 1/2 2 ," 1.9 1.7 1.9 1.9 2.2
1/2 3/2 .. 0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

3/2 1,'2 2.7 2.6 2.3 2.6 2.6 3.0
[ 3/2 3/2 3.9 3.8 3.8 3.9 3.8 3.9

38tp- 3z_d............. [.......
'PO-'D ......... 1/2 3/2 ....... i0(9 ......... iO-{' ......... ii_2 ......... i0.8 ......... i0:7 .......... i2".8

3/2 ! 3/2 2. 6 2. 5 2. 6 2. 5 2. 5 3.03/2 5/2 ............. 8 6. 2 ............. 6 5. 9

I

'I'ABLE 3._Obscrved Relative l n!eltsities aim ||'arHengtfis

Levels Jr. Jv _v Xo I
3slp-3sp 2 Quiet Sun April 20

[

,po ',S ..... ii ] 1/2 1/2 272.9 274.2 1.1 1.9
3/2 1/2 287.7 288. 6 .6 .6

gpo _1"..... 1/2 1/2 256.0 Blend ....................
1/2 3/2 250. 5 251.8 1.0 1.0
11/2 1/2 269. 0 270. 5 .7 1.0

3/2 3/2 262. 9 264.5 1.2 1.53sip - 3s_d ..............................
,t,o ,_...... I |/2 .... 3/2-1-_i4.ii- 203.9........ :9 1.3

I s/2 3/2I' 223.11[
3/2 5/2 222. OJ 2il. 5 1.3 I. 8

In comparing the observations and predictions, instrumental sensitivity is decreasing in this region.
it must be noted that the satellite observations do Since the_ obscrvea strengti,s are a result of
not cover the spectral region occupied by the contributions from the entire solar disc, and due
_po__p multiplet. For the s'PffP °) multiplet, to the uncertainties in the data, only semi-quan-

, -sp_(_D) no li,'cs of the predicted strengths or titative comparisons with the calculated strengths
with the co _:ct time behavior appear to be will be made. Most apparent is the rc:atively

present at tm predicted wavelengths, however the large spread in predicted strengths as compared
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to the observed strengths. Using a temperature are too small to give self-absorption for most of
of 5× 10bdoes not significantly reduce this spread, the lines. One possible solution to the problem
Exchange collisions do not seem important for would be an inhomogeneous corona in which the
most cases. However, for the s2p(2P°)-8_d(_D) dertse elements had electron densities in tl_e
multiplet the ratio of the ratio of the sum of the neighborhood of 10_°cm-a.

predicted intensities of the 3/2- 3/2 and 3/2- 5/2 There is one other interesting observation from
"- lines to the 1/2-3/2 line (ratioffi8.8:11.2 for T 0SO-1 that needs to be explained. The UV line

=106 and Q, f0.1Q0) is closer (but still in the intensities vary by a factor of two or three for
wrong sense) than for the case where Q, ffi0. different conditions ot solar activity, while the

The possibility of blends cannot be ruled out intensity ratios vary by about 50 percen' or less.
absolutely, but since the time variations of all In terms of an inhomogeneous model, th._ might
these line strengths was quite similar, it is as- be explained as each _len_ element being optically
sumed that blends have a small effect. One thick (thereby giving the correct intensity ratios).
possibility for the discrepancies in relative An increase in solar activity woul_l merely mean
strengths is some kind of self-absorption. Due an increase in the number of dense elements
to the very low rate of collisional de-excitation (thereby increasing the intensities of the lines, but
(relative to spontaneous transitions), "true" ab- having less effect on the intensity ratios. Further
sorption is not to be expected. Repeated re- reduction of data and calculations should allow
absorptions of the UV photons in the corona can more quantitative discussion of the observations

change the relative strengths since after each I am grateful to W. Neupert and E. Smith for
absorption the atom has a choice of making a discussions of the observations and for the relative
transition to either of the ground levels. This line strengths prior to publication, to S. Kastner
has the effect of making the relative strengths for helpful discussions and to D. Osterbrock %r
more nearly equal, which is the desired effect in several discussions, especially those concer;.._g
this case. the exchange cross-sections and the self-absorption

This effect has been discussed for the corona by mechanism.
Pecker and Thomas (1963) and Pottaseh (1964).
Since the number of times a photon is scattered REFERENCES
in leaving the corona is T_, the optical depth must
be greater than unity to have any effect at all. ALV,M. K., EvaNs, J. W., and OaaALL, F. W. 1962,
Pottasch (1964) has calculated optical depths for Ap. J., la6, 956.GARSTAN(_, R. 1I. 1962, Ann. d'ap., 25, 109.

some of the transitions involved here 'using an NEVV_:aT, W. M., BzmtISo, W. E., and LLUDSAY, J. C.

electron density of 2X l(Pcm-*). These values 1_3, Paper given at the Fourth International Space

(_'_ 10-_ to 10-_) are too small to have any effect ScienceSymposium, Warsaw,Poland.
on the relative line strengths. N_w_.aT, W. M., and SMITll, E. v. P. 1964, Paper given

Neupert, Behring and Lindsay (1963; have at June 24-27 meeting of the American AstronomicalSociety.

shown that the UV line strengths seem to be cot- OsTzUaocz: D. E. 1963, Plar, et, Space 8ci., 11, 621.
related with plage regions and other solar activity. PzcKza, C., and TuouAs, R. N. 1963, Ap. J., 137, 967.

It may be that a higher electron density than that Po-_rA:_., s. R. 1964,M. N. R. A. S., 17,8, 73.
used in Pottasch's calculations may be more R_-,s_,onTza,H. VA,u.1962,Ap. ,.., 136, 906.
appropriate. However, even the electron densi- S_.,..._._,M. J. 1958, Re_. Mod. Phys., 30, 979.

--1963, Planet, Space ,_ci., 12, 55.

ties measured by Aly, Evarm, and Orrall (1962) ST. Joy..% R. M., M_LLeR, F. L., and L_N, C. C. 1964,

in a bright coronal condensation (_<3Xl0*cm -_) Phys. Rev., 134, A888.
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